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But in those days, the word ... and here it says that when the Lord Jesus Christ

comes back there will be two men sleeping in one bed, one taken and the other

e--letkx1eft. Two women in the field, one taken and the other left.

It's a contradiction isn't it7-Bu-t- How can both be true. Well, it is perfectly

obvious now. That people can be working out mt he field, even without the arti

ficial 4- light, and they can be working oil thc in the field here and over in China

they can be preaching in--t the same day. -h-- The roundness ix of the earth
until you know that factor

is implied in this verse , but it is not explained. But, hen-ye-kftew-t-h&t

e-pter there is an apparent contradiction. Because he says that when the Lord

comes back two men sleeping in one bed, one taken and the other left. Two men

working in the field, the one taken ard the other left. What about the next sentence.

(Q) Ans. -T4ee- Of course if you go up ixn any mo- mountain . ..but it does show

that when ic it speaks of the four-e&±- corners of the earth4ba-- that doesn't

imply that the earth is flat at all... it is simply referring tofour directions...

nobody ever thought that the earth had corners. People de&-t-- didn't know. And

o there were people in ancient times who thought that it was probably round

because one of Ptolemies took the4--the- some astronomical measurements in Egypt

in about the time of Christ, and he estimagted by the motion of the sun the distance

around the earth and came mighty close, so we know tFat there were people in those

days that thought that the earth was round, but,tg the b.ilk of the people thought

that it c was fla , ad then through the Middle ages the idea of
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